
STATEMENT OF CONSIDERATIONS

REQUEST BY SUPERPOWER, INC. FOR AN ADVANCE WAIVER OF
PATENT RIGHTS UNDER DOE COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT NO.
DE-FC36-03GO13031; W(A)-03-027; CH-1152

As set out in the attached waiver petition and in subsequent discussions with DOE
patent Counsel, SuperPower, Inc. (SuperPower) has requested an advance waiver of domestic
and foreign patent rights for all subject inventions made under the above identified cooperative
agreement by its employees and its subcontractors' employees, regardless of tier, except
inventions made by subcontractors eligible to retain title to inventions pursuant to P.L. 96-517,
as amended, and National Laboratories.

Referring to the cooperative agreement and item 2 of SuperPower's waiver petition,
SuperPower is leading a teaming arrangement including Sumitomo Electrical Industries, Ltd.
And Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation to design, build, install and test a long length, high
temperature superconducting (HTS) cable system in the 34.5 kV underground distribution
system in Albany, NY. The goal of the project is to demonstrate the commercial potential of
high-capacity HTS cable systems to increase power delivery capacity in congested areas,
especially in cities, like Albany, with an aging underground cable distribution system.

The work under the agreement is expected to take place over a period of about four
years at a total cost of $25,710,846. SuperPower is obligated to cost share $12,855,423, or 50
percent of the total cost of the project.

In view of the cost sharing and other equities between SuperPower and its
subcontractors, it is anticipated that the parties will develop an appropriate allocation of patent
rights among the participants to facilitate the expeditious development of the technology
forming the subject matter of the agreement. Accordingly, DOE will waive title to all subject
inventions made by SuperPower's employees and its subcontractors' employees, regardless of
tier, except inventions made by subcontractors eligible to retain title pursuant to P.L. 96-517, as
amended, and National Laboratories, to SuperPower or its subcontractors, as mutually agreed
by the parties. Except as otherwise approved in writing by DOE Patent Counsel, a party's
acceptance of a subcontract under this agreement, at any tier, shall constitute SuperPower's
certification that it has provided that party with a copy of this Statement of Considerations and
that party's notice to DOE that it accepts the terms and conditions of this advance waiver.
Additionally, subcontractors who receive title under this waiver shall notify DOE Patent Counsel
in writing of such disposition of patent rights.

Referring to items 5-9 of SuperPower's waiver petition, SuperPower is a leading
manufacturer in the areas of applied superconductivity, magnetics, cryogenics and refrigeration
and has a proven track record in commercializing advanced state-of-the-art products in a timely
and effective fashion. This, coupled with SuperPower's cost sharing, clearly demonstrates the
likelihood that SuperPower will continue development and commercialization of the results of
this agreement.

This advance waiver of the Government's rights in inventions is subject to the usual
advance patent waiver and background data licensing provisions and the government license,
march-in rights, and preference for U.S. industry provisions set out in 35 U.S.C. 202-204. The
advance patent waiver also includes the attached U.S. Competitiveness clause (paragraph t)





(t) U. S. COMPETITIVENESS
The Contractor agrees that any products embodying any waived invention or produced through
the use of any waived invention will be manufactured substantially in the United States unless
the Contractor can show to the satisfaction of the DOE that it is not commercially feasible to do
so. In the event the DOE agrees to foreign manufacture, there will be a requirement that the
Government's support of the technology be recognized in some appropriate manner, e.g.,
recoupment of the Government's investment, etc. The Contractor agrees that it will not license,
assign or otherwise transfer any waived invention to any entity unless that entity agrees to
these same requirements. Should the Contractor or other such entity receiving rights in the
invention undergo a change in ownership amounting to a controlling interest, then the waiver,
assignment, license, or other transfer of rights in the waived invention is suspended until
approved in writing by the DOE.
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